






Hypermedia REST API 

Middleware 

The Android robot is reproduced or modified from work created and shared by Google and used according to terms described in the Creative Commons 3.0 Attribution License. 
The Roku image was created by IntelFreePress and is reproduced under the Creative Commons 20 Attribution License: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/legalcode 
Other images are public domain or used with permission. 



Roy Fielding’s REST dissertation: 

Architectural Styles and the Design of Network-
based Software Architectures (2000) 

 
https://www.ics.uci.edu/~fielding/pubs/dissertation/top.htm 

 



•Client-Server 

•Stateless 

•Cacheable 

•Layered System 

•Code on demand (optional) 

•Uniform Interface 



• Identification of resources 

•Resource manipulation through 
representations 

•Self-descriptive messaging 

•Hypermedia as the engine of application 
state (HATEOS) 
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Created by Mike Kelly in 2011 
http://stateless.co/hal_specification.html 

https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-kelly-json-hal-08 

 

HAL is a standard for using JSON to express resources with a 
uniform interface, including the relations between resources. 
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Image by Mike Kelly, used with permission. Source: http://stateless.co/hal_specification.html 
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{ 

  "title": "Silicon Valley", 

  "contentRating": "TV-MA", 

  "releaseYear": 2014, 

 

  "_links": { 

    "self": { 

      profile: "S:TvSeries", 

      href: "/tvseries/12345" 

    }, 

    "credits": { 

      href: "/tvseries/12345/credits" 

    } 

  }, 

 

  "_embedded": { 

    "episodes": [{ 

       "title": "Signaling Risk", 

       "season": 1, 

       "episode": 5 

       "_links": { 

         "self": { 

           "profile": "S:TvSeriesEpisode", 

           "href": "/tvseries/12345/episodes/9875" 

       }... 
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  "title": "Silicon Valley", 

  "contentRating": "TV-MA", 

  "releaseYear": 2014, 

 

  "_links": { 

    "self": { 

      profile: "S:TvSeries", 

      href: "/tvseries/12345" 

    }, 

    "credits": { 

      href: "/tvseries/12345/credits" 

    } 

  }, 

 

  "_embedded": { 
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       "season": 1, 
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           "href": "/tvseries/12345/episodes/9875" 
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Resource State 
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Embedded Resources 
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Hypermedia API 

/tvseries/12345 /my/resumePoints /tvseries/12345/episodes /tvseries/12345/ondemand /my/recordings 
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CDN 



  "_forms": { 

    "scheduleRecording": { 

      "method": "POST", 

      "action": 

"/recording/listing/4339182234", 

      "title": "Schedule Recording",     

      "fields": { 

        "deletePriority": { 

          "default": "P3", 

          "fieldType": "HIDDEN", 

        }, 

        "padMinutesBefore": { 

          "default": "0", 

          "fieldType": "HIDDEN", 

        }, 

        "padMinutesAfter": { 

          "default": "0", 

          "fieldType": "HIDDEN", 

        }, 

      } 

    } 
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{ 

... 

  "_forms": { 

    "deleteGroup": { 

      "method": "DELETE", 

      "action": "/recording/delete/?recId=123&recId=345&recId=678...", 

      "title": "Delete Recording Group" 

    } 

  }     

} 



{ 

... 

  "_forms": { 

    "deleteGroup": { 

      "method": "POST", 

      "action": "/recording/delete/", 

      "title": "Delete Recording Group",     

      "fields": { 

        "recordingIds": { 

          "default": "123,345,678,980...", 

          "fieldType": "HIDDEN", 

        } 

      } 

    } 

  }     

} 




